We numerically and experimentally analyze the output characteristics and pulse dynamics of carbon nanotube mode-locked fiber lasers near zero cavity dispersion (from 0.02 to ~-0.02 ps 2 ). We focus on such near zero dispersion cavities to reveal the dispersion related transition between different mode-locking regimes (such as soliton-like, stretchedpulse and self-similar regimes). Using our proposed model, we develop a nanotube-mode-locked fiber laser setup generating ~97 fs pulse which operates in the stretched-pulse regime. The corresponding experimental results and pulse dynamics are in good agreement with the numerical results. Also, the experimental results from soliton-like and self-similar regimes exhibit the same trends with simulations. Our study will aid design of different mode-locking regimes based on other new saturable absorber materials to achieve ultra-short pulse duration.
Introduction
Passively mode-locked ultrafast pulses, in particular, with <100 fs duration, have found important scientific applications such as ultrafast laser spectroscopy [1] , supercontinuum generation [2] and optical metrology [3] . Mode-locked solid state lasers are the conventional technology to generate these kind of pulses due to the low dispersion and nonlinearity of the gain medium [4] . However, they are complex, expensive and prone to misalignment compared to fiber lasers with simple and compact designs, efficient heat dissipation and alignment-free operation [5] . Although mode-locked fiber lasers normally have large nonlinear effects and high-order dispersion which limit the accessible pulse duration to several hundred femtoseconds, appropriate interplay between dispersion, nonlinearity, saturable absorber (SA) and gain medium still provides the possibility of generating sub-100 fs pulses [5] [6] [7] .
In compact ultrafast fiber lasers, cavity chromatic dispersion control is always a key factor. On one hand, the interaction of anomalous dispersion with fiber nonlinearity can result in soliton-like mode-locking. In this regime, solitons result from the cancellation of phase perturbations due to the negative dispersion and self-phase modulation (SPM) [5] . The pulse width is determined by the cavity dispersion, 2 L τ β ∝ × , where β 2 [s 2 /m] is the average group velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter and L [m] is the cavity length [7] . On the other hand, combination of normal cavity dispersion, nonlinearity, gain medium and SA can result in different mode-locking regimes, known as self-similar regime with dispersion maps (consisting of segments of normal and anomalous GVD) or dissipative solitons (DSs) without dispersion maps [8] . Both self-similar regime and DSs have higher free-wave-breaking pulse energy than that of solitons. Also, their output pulses have large normal chirp, which can be dechirped by using an external compressor [8] . Regardless of mode-locking regimes, the output dechirped pulse width in an ultrafast laser is strongly influenced by the cavity dispersion and reaches to a minimum when the net cavity dispersion approaches zero [8, 9] . It should be noted that 'zero net dispersion' does not mean the use of zero GVD fiber. Without the effects of GVD, the mode-locking will become unstable. The appropriate way to construct a cavity with net dispersion close to zero is to employ dispersion maps that alternate segments of large anomalous and normal dispersion fibers. This leads to periodic broadening and compression of the intra-cavity pulses, such that the pulse maintains its minimum duration only over small segments of the cavity, reducing the nonlinear optical effects. This configuration is known as stretched-pulse design [7, 10] . Tamura first proposed this configuration and obtained 77-fs pulses in a fiber laser [10] . It is now theoretically and experimentally established that this design can support shorter pulses than other regimes in mode-locked fiber lasers [11] [12] [13] [14] . Also, it is of great practical importance to study the laser cavity pulse dynamics when the cavity GVD is close to zero. This cannot only reveal the comprehensive pulse formation dynamics (e.g., transition between different mode-locking regimes from soliton-like mode-locking, stretched-pulse mode-locking to similarition or DSs mode-locking regime), but also can potentially lead to high energy and short pulse duration ultrafast lasers.
To design an ultrafast laser, in addition to the cavity design, the recovery time and modulation depth of the SA are two important factors to consider [13, 15] . As demonstrated in [16], a SA with fast response time is less affected by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and consequently exhibits better self-starting capability compared to slow SAs in presence of high-power ASE. The modulation depth is defined as the maximum change of absorption in SA under different light intensity. According to the Fourier transform theory, the shorter the dechirped pulse, the wider the bandwidth, leading to lower gain for these pulses due to gain spectral filtering. A higher modulation depth is required to compensate the extra loss of shorter pulses caused by the lower gain compared with wider dechirped pulses, especially for fiber lasers which experience large loss per round trip [13] . Thus, a high modulation depth helps achieving a short pulse duration [17] . Therefore, employing a fast SA with high modulation depth is advantageous to get ultrafast pulses [13] . Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have been widely demonstrated as a good SA material [18] due to their subpicosecond recovery time [19] , high modulation depth (more than 17% in [20] when suitable nanotubes and diameter distributions are used with respect to operating wavelength), wide (e.g. >300 nm [21]) operation bandwidth (depending on diameter distributions) and ease of device fabrication through solution processing [22] . SWNT-SAs are particularly advantageous for fiber lasers [23-36] as they can be easily integrated into the cavity while preserving an alignment-free all-fiber configuration. In addition, the recovery time of SWNTs contains a fast time constant (in the order of 100 fs) and a slow one (1~15 ps) [37,38] associated with the intraband carrier thermalization and interband carrier recombination [19], respectively. The slow recovery facilitates self-starting mode-locking while the fast recovery helps to shape and shorten pulses [14] . Taking the advantages of the SWNT-SA properties, sub-100 fs pulses from fiber lasers have already been successfully achieved [20, 39] . Indeed, the shortest pulse directly from SWNT mode-locked fiber lasers reported is 66 fs [40] , which is based on the stretched-pulse design.
To date, mode-locked fiber lasers operating at around zero cavity GVD based on diverse SAs including SWNTs have been widely investigated in experiments [10, 11, 13, 14, 20, 40] . They all work in stretched-pulse mode-locking regime. Pulse dynamics in stretched-pulse regime has also been experimentally studied [11] . However, there is no systematic report linking experimental pulse dynamics with numerical modelling near zero cavity GVD. In particular, the transition between different mode-locking regimes has not yet been fully investigated through experiments or numerical simulations. In this paper, we develop a numerical model to study different mode-locking regimes near zero cavity GVD and the transition between them for the first time. We also verify the model via experiments. An SWNT-based transmission-type SA is chosen both in the simulations and experiments which therefore can make our numerical model efficiently apply to other SAs based on new nanomaterials (such as graphene [18, [41] [42] [43] and MoS 2 [44] [45] [46] [47] ). In addition, comparing to traditionally artificial SAs (e.g. nonlinear polarization rotation) which it is difficult to experimentally quantify and reproduce the achieved modulation depth and saturation power, the saturable absorption parameters of SWNT-SA can be experimentally measurable and reproducible, thus making our model high reliability. Finally, we experimentally achieve ~97 fs pulses in stretched-pulse regime by using this SA. The corresponding experimental results are in good agreement with the numerical simulations. Other mode-locking regimes are also experimentally realized and exhibit the same trends with numerical simulations.
Numerical simulations

Model
The numerical model is based on an experimental erbium-doped fiber (EDF) ring laser; see Fig. 1(a) . This laser cavity consists of EDF, polarization independent optical isolator (ISO), output coupler (OC), 980/1550 nm wavelength division multiplexer (WDM), in-line polarization controller (PC) and SA. The EDF is pumped by a 974 nm laser diode (LD). The in-line PC is chosen not only to optimize mode-locking operation, but to also make the cavity short. Another ISO is connected to the output port to remove the residual pump power. The SA is placed after the ISO where the intra-cavity power is the lowest, minimizing any possible thermal damage to the SA. In the ring cavity, the OC, ISO and PC are all made by single mode fiber (SMF, Corning SMF-28), marked as SMF 1, SMF 2 and SMF 3, respectively. Thus, this cavity is equivalent to the inset of Fig. 1 (a) in our model. All of the parameters (corresponding to ~1.5 μm operation wavelength) in this cavity are listed in Table 1 , which are obtained from their experimental values . 
In our simulation, each part of the cavity is separately simulated [48] . Both the passive and active fibers are modeled by the nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (NLSE) [49] with gain (g)
A z τ is the electric field envelope, z is the propagation position along the fiber axis, τ is the pulse local time, and γ represents the fiber nonlinearity. In passive fiber, the gain is zero. Here, we assume the loss of passive fiber is zero as the overall loss is very small (<5 × 10 −5 dB). High-order cavity dispersion and other nonlinearity effects (e.g., Raman scattering effect), negligible in our experiment, are not considered in the simulation. For an active fiber, g denotes the saturation gain, which has a spectral dependence g(ω). The effect of gain spectral dependence is evaluated in the frequency domain using a Lorentzian line shape, with a typical 40 nm bandwidth and 1554 nm central wavelength. This numerical model is solved with standard split-step Fourier method [49] . It is worth noting that the gain-cross section is very small for ordinary rare-earth doped fiber lasers, such that the gain saturation due to a single pulse energy is negligible [15] . In this case, the gain saturates only over many pulses, i.e. with the average power. The gain saturation is therefore given by
where, g 0 is the small-signal gain and P sat,G is the saturation power of gain medium, P ave = E p / T R is the average power with T R as the cavity round trip time and E p as the single pulse energy.
The SA used in our model is based on SWNT, which is produced by laser ablation technique and is sonicated with sodium-carboxymethylcellulose (Na-CMC) in water (as the dispersant and host polymer) and centrifuged. Slow evaporation of water forms free-standing SWNT-SA with individualized SWNTs. Detailed fabrication method is described in [22] . The SA is modeled by a transfer function that describes its transmittance [48] 0 sat,A
where, T 0 is linear transmission at low incident power, ΔT is saturable loss (i.e. modulation depth), P is the instantaneous pulse peak power and P sat,A is the saturation power of the SA. The parameters of this SWNT-SA is measured with an optical parametric oscillator. This oscillator can deliver sub-200 fs pulses with 80 MHz repetition rate at ~1550 nm. Light from the oscillator is then coupled into SMF-28 to measure the SWNT-SA sandwiched between two fiber connectors. The pulse duration at the position of SWNT-SA is ~300 fs after stretching due to fiber dispersion. By varying the oscillator power, we obtain powerdependent transmittance measurement of SWNT-SA; see Fig. 1(b) . The linear transmittance (i.e., transmittance at low power) is ~25%. The data is fitted using Eq. (3), giving ~15.8% modulation depth and ~72 W saturation power (assuming a 10.4 μm fiber core); see Table 1 .
Simulation results
In our model, the active (EDF) and passive (SMF) fiber present different signs of dispersion. Thus, the simplest way to vary the net cavity dispersion can be realized by tailoring the length of the SMF. We choose L SMF3 ranging from 0.1 to ~2 m with 0.03 m step, giving the variation of total cavity length (L cavity = L EDF + L SMF1 + L SMF2 ) and net cavity dispersion from 2.95 to 4.87 m and 0.02 to -0.023 ps 2 (with 660 fs 2 step), respectively. We assume the stable solutions are reached as soon as the relative pulse energy change (|ΔE p |/E p ) in two consecutive round trips is smaller than 10 −8 . Self-starting mode-locking is readily reached with a 1 ps Gaussian pulse as the initial field. The same stable pulse profile can also be realized from white noise field in this model, only with random pulse-local-time due to the noise characteristics. Figure 2 shows the simulated output spectra and pulse intensity directly from 20% port of OC. The spectral bandwidth reaches its maximum (32.4 nm) when the net cavity dispersion is slightly positive ( (2) net β = 0.002 ps 2 , L cavity = 3.73 m), and decreases to 16.7 and 15.1 nm along the two sides of 0.002 ps 2 . The output pulse width changes slowly at the anomalous dispersion side, and then significantly increases along with dispersion at the normal dispersion side; see Fig. 2 (b) and inset of Fig. 2(b) . Another visible feature of Fig. 2(a) is that the spectra has a parabolic shape (in dB scale) as soon as (2) net β >0.005 ps 2 , a typical output feature of self-similar regime [6] . To obtain the chirp information of the output pulse from OC, the spectrograms of pulses for three representative dispersions: 0.0133, 0.002 and −0.0224 ps 2 are presented in Fig. 3 , all exhibiting positive chirp [48] . For Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the pulses are almost linearly positively chirped and hence can be dechirped to transform-limited pulses. Such pulses are important for various applications such as chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [5] . In Fig. 3(a) , although the two wings of the pulses are nonlinearly chirped, the linear chirp is still dominant and compression of the pulses close to transform-limited value is possible [10] . The dechirped spectra and pulse intensity are shown in Fig. 4 . Here, in order to clearly observe the output features both at anomalous and normal dispersion region, the simulation results at the anomalous dispersion side are placed at the front. The dechirped spectral characteristics are almost similar to those observed in Fig. 2(a) . However, the dechirped pulses change significantly compared to that in Fig. 2(b) . The dechirped pulse duration reaches to a minimum of 102.5 fs at ( 2) net β = 0.002 ps 2 and then increases along the two sides of this dispersion value. Thus, as discussed above, the maximum spectral bandwidth (32.4 nm) and minimum pulse duration (102.5 fs) can be obtained at slightly positive dispersion, as predicted in [50, 51] .
Thus far, we have systematically analyzed the output spectra and pulses. To get further insights into the mode-locking regime of these pulses, we next investigate the intra-cavity pulse dynamics. Figure 5 (a) depicts the intra-cavity pulse evolution with net cavity dispersion ranging from 0.02 to −0.023 ps 2 , i.e. from shortest (deep blue line) to longest cavity (deep red line). On one hand, for (2) net β = 0.004 to −0.023 ps 2 , the pulses compress and stretch twice per cavity round-trip, and reach a minimum (and nearly transform-limited) in each segment. This is known as stretched-pulse mode-locking [6] . On the other hand, for (2) net β = 0.004 to 0.02 ps 2 , the pulses compress and stretch only once, with a minimum duration (with large normal chirp) at the beginning of the normal dispersion fiber. This is the typical feature of self-similar regime [6] . Note that the SPM is no longer balanced by GVD at large normal dispersion [6, 8] .
Other mechanisms, such as gain spectral filtering and saturable absorption, are needed to induce to self-start and maintain mode-locking. Apparently, the SWNT-SA plays an important role to shorten the pulse, because the pulse duration decreases abruptly after SWNT-SA (see the dotted box in Fig. 5(a) ). In summary, the transition from stretched-pulse regime to selfsimilar regime in this model occurs at a ~0.004 ps 2 . The remaining question is what the net cavity dispersion is when the stretched-pulse regime evolves into the soliton-like regime. Figure 5 shows that the pulse evolution becomes smoother (see Fig. 5(a) ) and intra-cavity pulse breathing ratio (i.e. the ratio of maximal to minimal pulse duration) becomes smaller (see Fig. 5(b) ) at larger negative dispersion. With further simulations, we obtain the boundary value between stretched-pulse and soliton-like regime to be ~-0.03 ps 2 , where the stretched-pulse feature (twice compression and stretching) disappears and pulse breathing ratio decreases to 2.2, a fourth of the maximum. Thus, for (2) net β >0.03 ps 2 at anomalous dispersion region, the laser should work in usual soliton-like regime [51] . However, the original purpose of stretched-pulse design is to support high energy and shortest pulse possible (after compression) [10, 12] . To achieve this, the intra-cavity pulse breathing ratio should be large enough (e.g. >10) [6, 7, 51] . Thus the average intra-cavity pulse duration is large which in turn reduces the nonlinearity to support high energy (and short duration) [10] . Hence, we define an area in stretched-pulse regime with net cavity dispersion ranging from ~-0.006 to 0.004 ps 2 (L cavity = 3.76~4.12 m), depicted as the gray area in Fig. 5(b) . In this area, the pulse duration is <1.5 times of the shortest duration (102.5 fs) and also the breathing ratio is higher than two third of maximum (8.3). Since it is possible to achieve shortest pulse duration and a large breathing ratio in this area, we regard it as the real stretched-pulse regime instead of the area defined by (2) net β = −0.03 to 0.004 ps 2 . In other words, to achieve ultra-short pulses, a designer could make fiber lasers work in this area. Note that the cavity length with zero net dispersion (L 0 ) is ~3.8 m in this model. Different L 0 will result in different dispersion range for the real stretched-pulse regime. However, detailed study in this is out of the scope of this work.
Experimental results and discussions
Based on the numerical simulation results, we build an experimental laser setup (see Fig. 1(a) ) with all parameters listed in Table 1 . In our experimental setup, we first set L SMF3 as 1 m, leading to 3.85 m cavity length. The total intra-cavity dispersion is ~50 fs 2 (~0 ps 2 , located within the gray area in Fig. 5(b) ), typical for stretched-pulse fiber lasers. Continuous wave starts at ~27 mW pump power. Self-starting mode-locking is observed at 79.5 mW pump power. At 116 mW pump power, we obtain 3.93 mW output power with 73.1 pJ pulse energy. The repetition rate is 53.78 MHz, corresponding to 18.5 ns cavity round-trip time. Figure 6(a) shows the output spectrum without soliton sideband signatures. The central wavelength and FWHM bandwidth are 1554 nm and 41.44 nm, respectively. We use SMF-28 fiber to compress the pulse duration due to the large linearly positive chirp of pulses from stretchedpulse cavity [10] . The optimal length is ~0.5 m. The autocorrelation trace is shown in Fig. 6(b) . A Gaussian profile fits quite well with experimental results, as expected for stretched-pulse fiber lasers [5, 10] . The FWHM is 138 fs. Deconvolution gives ~97.5 fs duration. The time-bandwidth product (TBP) is 0.49 (1.11 times the transform-limit of a Gaussian pulse), indicating slightly chirped output pulses. Further, to investigate the noise characteristics and stability of pulses, we use von der Linde method to measure the timing jitter (1.24 ps) and pulse amplitude fluctuation (0.0028%) [52, 53] . These results indicate that our stretched-pulse cavity can generate high quality pulses.
Since the stretched-pulse mode-locking was already realized in experiments, we use the numerical model developed in Section 2 to simulate the cavity and verify its reliability. All of the simulation parameters are taken from their experimental values. We set the saturation power of the gain fiber to 3.6 mW to make simulation pulse energy comparable to that obtained in the experiment. Other parameters of EDF and SMFs can be found in Table 1 . Using these parameters, self-starting mode-locking operation is obtained. The output pulse energy is 70.4 pJ (close to the experimental value 73.1 pJ). The optimal length of SMF-28 for dechirp is 0.5 m, matching experimental value. The dechirped spectrum and pulse are illustrated in Fig. 6 (a) and the inset of Fig. 6(b) , respectively. Experimental spectrum matches well with simulation results. The simulation pulse duration is ~102 fs, similar to the experimental value 97.5 fs. Note that the experimental pulse is measured using an autocorrelator. It is therefore a convolution structure, making it impossible to directly compare between experimental and simulation results; see Fig. 6 (b). Figure 6 (c) gives the intra-cavity pulse duration and bandwidth evolution along the cavity position. The pulse is compressed and stretched twice per cavity round trip, as expected for stretched-pulse design [6, 10] . The pulse breathing ratio reaches 13.2. This implies that the net cavity dispersion is likely to be located within the gray area in Fig. 5(b) . The net dispersion value 50 fs 2 (~0 ps 2 ) confirms the prediction. Also, Fig. 6(c) shows the gain spectral filtering and SWNT-SA play an important role on pulse spectrum narrowing, which help sustaining of ultrafast pulses [6] . Note that P sat,G parameters (i.e., pump powers) are different between the simulations shown in Figs. 6(c) and 5(a). P sat,G = 3.6 mW is obtained from our experiments used in Fig. 6(c) . This choice is based on the fact that the generated pulse energy fits well with experimental results of our stretched-pulse cavity. On the other hand, P sat,G = 1.4 mW (see Table 1 ) in Fig. 5(a) is used to simulate the pulse dynamics from ~-0.02 to 0.02 ps 2 and avoid pulse breaking or reaching distortion threshold (e.g., P sat,G >3 mW can lead to pulse breaking or distortion in the soliton-like regime from our simulations) for all three mode-locking regimes Thus, the intracavity pulse durations do not overlap between Figs. 6(c) and 5(a). In summary, the experimental results in this stretched-pulse cavity are well agreements with our simulation results, indicating high reliability of proposed model. To investigate other mode-locking regimes in experiments, we vary the net cavity dispersion by tailoring the length of the SMF (see Fig. 1(a) ). Three sets of ( 2) net β are chosen as 0.0082, −0.0117 and −0.0233 ps 2 , corresponding to 3.48, 4.38 and 4.91 m of cavity length, respectively. Note that in our experiments, it is not easy to get normal dispersion >0.02 ps 2 (requiring ultra-short cavity) due to the limited length of optical components (e.g. OC, ISO, PC). Thus, we replace the EDF of stretched-pulse cavity by a new EDF with β 2 = 58 ps 2 /km and 1.3 m length. This gives (2) net β = 0.024 ps 2 . Thus, including the stretched-pulse cavity, we have five cavities with (2) net β = 0.024, 0.0082, ~0 (50 fs 2 ), −0.0117 and −0.0233 ps 2 , all of which can stably self-start mode-locking. The related output spectra ( Fig. 7(a) ) and autocorrelation traces ( Fig. 7(b) ) of dechirped pulse are recorded when the output pulse energy is maximum. Notably, the spikes in the spectra result from the continuous wave component in cavity rather than Kelly sidebands. The experimental spectra and pulses show the same trends with simulations (see Fig. 4 ). Shortest pulses and widest bandwidth can be achieved at a slightly positively dispersion (50 fs 2 , close to zero). As discussed in Section 2.2, the front two sets of spectra in Fig. 7(a) work on self-similar regime with pulse energy of 78 pJ and 79.2 pJ, respectively while the other three sets of cavity are expected to work in the stretched-pulse regime. However, for (2) net β = −0.0117 ps 2 and −0.0233 ps 2 , the output pulses show some soliton-like features. As shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), the output spectrum and autocorrelation trace can be better fitted by sech 2 shape than Gaussian shape for (2) net β = −0.0117 ps 2 , giving the evidence of soliton-like features. Table 2 summarizes the output parameters for these five sets of dispersion. The last two sets are better fitted by sech 2 shape than Gaussian. Hence, as soon as (2) net β ≥0.012 ps 2 in anomalous dispersion region, mode-locking no longer remains in the typical stretched-pulse regime, but evolves into soliton-like regime without sideband features. 
Conclusion
We present our study and analysis of pulse dynamics of SWNT-SA mode-locked fiber lasers near zero cavity GVD using a numerical model based on NLSE. We show that the shortest pulses can be obtained at a slightly positive cavity dispersion in the stretched-pulse regime. We also investigate the transition from stretched-pulse regime to other mode-locking regimes. From our numerical simulations, the net cavity dispersion for the transition from stretchedpulse to self-similar regime is ~0.004 ps 2 . The transition to soliton-like regime occurs at ~-0.03 ps 2 . However, the experimental results demonstrate that as soon as (2) net β ≥0.012 ps 2 in anomalous dispersion region, the mode-locking state no longer remains in typical stretchedpulse regime but evolves into a soliton-like regime. We define an area with net cavity dispersion ranging from −0.006 to 0.004 ps 2 (L cavity = 3.76~4.12 m), which could be regarded as real stretched-pulse regime allowing shortest pulses. With the assistance of the numerical model, we experimentally design a stretched-pulse cavity with (2) net β = 50 fs 2 (~0 ps 2 ) and achieve pulses with ~97 fs duration and ~41 nm bandwidth. The experimental results are in good agreement with the simulations. The different mode-locking regimes that we obtain in experiments exhibit the same trends with simulations, confirming the reliability of our model. Our analysis can aid researchers efficiently designing different mode-locking regimes based on other new SA nanomaterials (such as graphene [18, 41, 42] and MoS 2 [44] [45] [46] ) and achieving ultra-short pulse duration.
